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O

rganizations are under attack as
never before. Forget yesterday’s broad
scattershot cyber assaults by lone-wolf
hackers and hobbyists. The sporadic attacks of
the past have evolved into a constant barrage
of organized, targeted, stealthy, and
persistent campaigns.
They come from governments, hacktivists,
terrorists, and organized crime. They target
high-value data and critical business processes
of carefully selected victims in the public and
private sector. And by leveraging multiple threat
vectors and unfolding in multiple stages, they
easily bypass conventional cyber defenses.
Many of these attacks target endpoint devices,
including PCs, laptops, tablets, smartphones, and
connected peripherals. Endpoints are a goldmine
of data and network credentials, and often
provide the most detailed look at what’s going on
in the network.
Enterprises1 spend more than $5 billion every
year on endpoint security solutions2, but continue
to lose ground to advanced attackers. Much
of this spending flows to endpoint protection
platform (EPP) suites that focus on a prevent-only
approach. Legacy technologies such as anti-virus,
anti-spam, and standard intrusion prevention
systems (IPS) have proven largely powerless
against advanced attacks.

Even enterprises that diligently invest in signaturebased endpoint defenses—and keep them up
to date—are routinely breached. The results:
economic loss, stolen intellectual property,
damaged reputations, and disrupted business.
That’s because conventional security tools have
not kept up with attackers’ offensive abilities.
The average attack compromises its victim 229
days before someone discovers it—and twothirds of the time, that someone is an outside
entity. When security teams finally respond,
they struggle with incident-response and
forensic processes that move far too slowly.
Outmoded processes often destroy critical
forensic evidence needed to determine the entire
scope of the breach. Every wasted second can
mean the difference between an isolated local
attack, quietly resolved within minutes, and an
enterprise-scale breach that makes headlines.
In response to these advanced threats,
enterprises have begun to deploy endpoint
detection and response (EDR) products alongside
legacy EPP suites. But even most EDRs are no
match against today’s threats.
Some EDR products may detect commodity
malware. But they cannot detect attacks that
exploit zero-day vulnerabilities, spread from
endpoints to other systems, or forgo malware
altogether. Few provide the deep forensic
capabilities, rapid triage, or workflows required to
investigate incidents at an enterprise scale.

Enterprises spend more than $5 billion
every year on endpoint security solutions
but continue to lose ground to
advanced attackers.

For purposes of this discussion, “enterprise” means any private or public organization with a dedicated and budgeted information technology program.
IDC. “Worldwide Security and Vulnerability Management 2013-2017 Forecast and 2012 Vendor Shares.” August 2013.
3
Mandiant, a FireEye Company. “M-Trends: Beyond the Breach.” April 2014.
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Reimagining Endpoint Security
To combat an advanced offense, enterprises must
fundamentally rethink their defense. Rather than
just reacting to attacks, they must actively hunt
for threats. Advanced attacks do not transpire
as singular events. They play out in a series of
coordinated steps. And they are driven by human
attackers who adapt their strategy until they
breach your organization.
First, attackers gain a foothold within an
enterprise by leveraging stolen credentials,
deploying malware, exploiting software flaws,
and other techniques. Then they move laterally
to find and exploit other systems in the network.
They continue until the attack achieves its goals.
For example, an attacker might trick a targeted
employee into opening an infected PDF.
The attacker could then use that endpoint’s
network connection to roam the victim’s
infrastructure, searching for data or processes
to compromise.

Figure 1:
Lifecycle of an
advanced attack
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As illustrated in Figure 1, multistage attacks
typically begin with seemingly benign code
that evades perimeter defenses. That code
establishes a callback connection to a server
controlled by the attacker. Once the attacker’s
command-and-control (CnC) server receives
the callback, it gains a foothold on the
compromised system. From there, it can assess
the victim’s network at will, stealing all kinds
of valuable data. Think financial data, personal
information, credit card numbers, privileged
insider information, and other valuable data.
In many advanced attacks, malware appears
only in the first phase of this lifecycle, if at all.
Once gain access to the network, they can
switch to non-malware based techniques such
as logging in with stolen credentials to achieve
their goals. That’s why your endpoint tools must
be able to prevent, detect, analyze, and respond
to threats at all stages of an attack—not just the
initial exploit.
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Adaptive Defense for Endpoints
To stop advanced attacks before they can cause lasting harm, your endpoint security must be capable of the
features outlined in the following sections.
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Advanced threat detection that prevents malicious activity,
not just malware
Today’s advanced attacks coordinate activities that might seem harmless when viewed
in isolation. Their true intent becomes clear only when viewed in context.
Advanced Threat Detection (Signature-Less, Tamper resistant)
Detect and Prevent
Threat Prevention Across All Endpoints
Threat Intel (Network, Cloud)
Analyze and Respond
Endponit Live Response (Validate, Contain, Search, Sweep_

Some may not use malware at all. More attackers
are using scripting attacks to breach systems, for
example. Others leverage standard features of
the operating system to access to endpoints.
And many attackers disguise their activities to
cover their tracks.
So endpoint security must detect threats
without relying on binary signatures. And it
must work with advanced network-based
detection tools. It should also be able to leverage
threat intelligence gleaned from the frontlines
and detect indicators of compromise (IOC)
to identify malicious behavior, callbacks, CnC
channels, and other anomalies. It should also be
able to record system activities. That capability
gives investigators a forensic timeline to help
reconstruct what happened during the attack.

More attackers are using
scripting attacks to breach systems.
By getting a full picture of malicious activity,
security teams can connect the dots of an attack.
You detect threats in minutes—not months—and
prevent lasting harm.
In many cases, attackers get to shoot first, disabling
the security tools before making their move. That’s
why any solution must also resist tampering.

Today’s workforce is highly mobile.
Many employees spend more time out of the
office than in. Security teams already must
contend with a patchwork of servers, desktops,
laptops, tablets, and mobile devices. At the
same time, they must manage a jumble of
system and software combinations. And the
anything-goes, bring-your-own-device trend is
sure to become a recipe for chronic insomnia
for many security teams.
You need a unified endpoint platform to
protect and manage all endpoint types. That’s
why your endpoint security solution must be
able to secure your tools —laptops, tablets and
mobile devices—wherever they are and under
one security umbrella.

Proactive and adaptive analysis
and response
More and more employees are on the move,
and those mobile endpoints contain critical
information that attackers crave. Confirming
threats at the endpoint is key to stopping an
attack in its tracks.
Endpoint security must enable “live response”
analysis in addition to traditional forensics. Your
security team should be able to validate, contain,
and remediate systems in real time—even as
running systems are under attack. And the team
needs endpoint security that can provide a full
forensics snapshot of the endpoint, a bit-by-bit
record of endpoint activity. And it must enable
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security teams to analyze and fix infected
systems anywhere—even when they’re not
directly connected to your network.
The best analysis combines powerful forensics
capabilities and actionable threat intelligence.

Getting a full view of the attack
Security teams must be able to fully investigate
incidents to gauge the scope of damage—such
as whether the attack has spread or stolen data.
This means searching for forensic artifacts
across hundreds of thousands of endpoints for a
complete narrative. Security teams need to know
what happened, when, and how. And they much be
able to search and sweep for threats.
Advanced attackers are skilled at covering their
tracks. So your endpoint tools solution must
be able to record and reconstruct every aspect
of the attack over a defined period. The better
your security team understands the scope of the
incident, the better they can respond.

Integrating global and cloud
threat intelligence
Security teams often struggle to understand new
threats and tactics—and which ones pose the
greatest risk. New attacks appear all the time, and
threat actors and do their best to disguise their
intents. Any effective endpoint solution must
leverage global threat intelligence that draws on
machine based threat intelligence from millions
of global sensors and hands-on incident response.
It must also integrate local threat intelligence
from advanced security solutions i to identify the
specific threats.
The right kind of intelligence, delivered at the
right time, can help expose attackers, including
what they’re after, what tools they use, and how
their attacks unfold. Armed with that information,
security teams can more closely monitor specific
threat vectors, look for telltale markers, and
bolster defenses around the assets most at risk.

Other Key Requirements
An endpoint security solution can’t solve your
security challenges if it creates operational issues
in the process. Your endpoint tools must work to
improve operational efficiency while increasing
detection and prevention capabilities. And they
should evolve as your needs change.
This section outlines a few must-have capabilities
for effective security.
Empowers your security team
The solution must enable security teams to
investigate incidents at scales ranging from
individual PCs to hundreds of thousands of
endpoints. It must integrate with strategic threat
intelligence to help security teams prioritize their
response based on the context of the attack and
persona of the attacker. It must operate smoothly in
existing security workflows. And it should integrate
with already-deployed tools such as security
information and event management (SIEM).

Confirming threats at the
endpoint is key to stopping
an attack in its tracks.
Limits impact to users
With some endpoint products, the cure is almost
as bad as the illness. Security shouldn’t bog down
your operations or the devices it’s supposed
to be protecting. An effective solution must be
easy to deploy across hundreds of thousands
of endpoints. And it must not noticeably hinder
their performance.
Forms a complete, unified architecture
Above all, these features must be part of a single,
unified architecture that works across all types
of endpoints.
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Without a unified solution, security teams are
forced to deploy multiple products that focus on
a single type of threat or vector. This multivendor
patchwork of one-off solutions burdens IT teams.
It makes managing vendors harder. It raises
operating costs by creating conflicts between
products and compatibility problems. And it adds
performance-robbing clutter to end user systems.
• All running processes and drivers
from memory
• File-system metadata
• Registry data
• Event logs
• Network statistics
• Services
• Tasks
• Web history
And the MVX agent gets better over time. With
a highly extensible architecture, it can easily gain
new features to help you consolidate security
tools and cut costs.

Key Benefits
Here are some of the key capabilities of the FireEye
HX Series Endpoint Threat Prevention Platform:

T
EN

Analyze, confirm and contain threats
The FireEye HX Series Endpoint Threat Prevention
Platform enables security teams to confirm true
threats whether the compromised device is on
or off premise. And it can isolate compromised
devices to stop attacks in progress. Attackers can’t
use the compromised device to gain access to
your network, but your IT team can still access the
device to resolve the issue remotely.
The endpoint platform also integrates with
existing security operations center workflows.
And for mobile devices, it works with MDM
systems to enforce security policies.

D
ON
ZE

T

EC

The FireEye HX Series Endpoint Threat
Prevention Platform coordinates endpoint threat
detection with other FireEye tools to detect
threats across all major vectors. With FireEye,
you’re covered all the way from the network
ingress to the endpoint— even endpoints that are
off premise.

RES
P

DE

The FireEye Endpoint
Threat Prevention
Platform delivers a
full set of FireEye
security technologies,
knowledge, and
experience. The
platform scales
for deployment in
environments ranging
from hundreds of
devices to hundreds
of thousands

PRE
V

Detects and prevents advanced threats
The endpoint platform detects critical exploits
at the endpoint using proven FireEye MVX

detection algorithms and techniques.
It integrates real-time threat intelligence from
around the world. That intelligence, along with
indicators tailored to your enterprise or industry,
helps detect threats more quickly and accurately
at all stages of the attack lifecycle.

T

ANA

LY
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Enables full incident response
The FireEye HX Series Endpoint Threat Prevention
Platform can quickly investigate hundreds of
thousands of endpoints at once—or zoom in to
examine just a few devices. Thanks to a forensic
recorder installed onto endpoints, it can quickly
search for IOC artifacts at enterprise scale.
To probe endpoints more deeply, it enables
security teams to quickly inspect forensic
evidence on disk and in memory. And other
advanced capabilities help investigate advanced
persistent threat (APT) attacks.
The FireEye HX Series Endpoint Threat
Prevention Platform helps make security
operation centers more efficient by enabling first
responders to quickly analyze incidents. It works
seamlessly with Mandiant Redline™ to thoroughly
audit recording key forensic artifacts and changes
within the operating system.
Integrates the industry’s best
threat intelligence
FireEye has been curating intelligence on
malware, advanced threat group tactics and
attacker behavior for over a decade. Our
unmatched intelligence comes from:

keep security teams current with the latest trends
in a fast-changing threat landscape.
When a FireEye deployment detects a new
malware variant, endpoints automatically receive
new IOC data to enhance detection across
the enterprise. At the same time, contextual
intelligence from FireEye Labs and incident
responders provides a broader view of attack
trends and detailed profiles of attackers and their
methods. This enabling security teams to prioritize
their efforts on securing their assets against
determined adversaries who have the potential of
causing the most harm to the organization.

Conclusion
In today’s threat landscape, cyber attacks are
a given. No computing platform is immune.
Any company, group, or agency that deploys
technology is a target.
That makes preventing, detecting, analyzing, and
responding to these attacks critical. Security has
become a top concern for CEOs, agency leaders,
boards of directors, and oversight bodies. But
the cost and complexity of cyber security tools
have skyrocketed. And most have made little
measurable progress on the defensive front.

• Millions of FireEye sensors analyze more than
400,000 unique malware samples every day.
• Forensic artifacts and attacker tactics
uncovered during more than 100,000 hours
a year that Mandiant consultants spend
responding to large-scale intrusions.
• FireEye threat researchers and intel analysts
that have identified more zero-day vulnerability
in the past year than all other security
companies combined. Dozens of analysts track
more than 200 known threat groups.

With a unique blend of technology, intelligence,
and expertise, FireEye breaks the vicious cycle of
spiraling costs and failing security. The FireEye
Endpoint Threat Prevention Platform extends the
company’s unique and potent security capabilities
to endpoints.

The FireEye HX Series Endpoint Threat Prevention
Platform leverages this wealth of intelligence to

To learn more about how FireEye can help you
strengthen your cyber security posture, visit our
website at http://www.fireeye.com.

Threats are evolving as quickly as the computing
landscape. Attackers are constantly changing
their tools and techniques. It’s time to evolve your
defense strategy, too.

ABOUT FIREEYE
FireEye protects the most valuable assets in the world from those who have them in their sights. Our combination of
technology, intelligence, and expertise — reinforced with the most aggressive incident response team — helps eliminate the
impact of security breaches. We find and stop attackers at every stage of an incursion. With FireEye, you’ll detect attacks as
they happen. You’ll understand the risk these attacks pose to your most valued assets. And you’ll have the resources to
quickly respond and resolve security incidents. FireEye has over 3,100 customers across 67 countries, including over 200
of the Fortune 500.
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